
Course Description

❒ Graduate Program

IS511  Information Security
This lecture covers a wide variety of information security issues. Its first part includes general issues like threats 
and vulnerabilities, information security management systems, risk analyse and information classification. Second 
part provides introductions of technical methods like access control, cryptographic control, system and network 
security control. Final part discusses social and legal issues like digital forensic, law, industrial espionage, privacy 
and Internet ethics.

IS521  Cyber Attack & Response I
The main purpose of this class is to teach theories and experiments of cyber attack and response practice to foster 
information security professionals with excellent technical abilities. It covers system and network security 
management, security assessment and threat management and data analysis, intrusion response, and information 
gathering and information management techniques. 

IS522  Cyber Attack & Response II
The main purpose of this class is to teach theories and experiments of cyber attack and response practice to foster 
information security professionals with excellent technical abilities. It covers forensic analysis for incident analysis, 
security, software development, system and network security architecture, and information security incident 
management and regulatory compliance reporting techniques.

IS523  Hacking Exposed
Every scientific research starts from finding new problems. Likewise, the most important step in security research 
is to discover new attacks. Today, media is filled with attacks on various systems: Web servers, DNS, Internet 
banking, e-voting systems, cellular networks, social networks, mobile phones, nuclear power plants, and implantable 
medical devices. These attacks are originated from various vulnerabilities, such as user interface design, ignorance 
or security by obscurity, deployment mistakes, and physical exposure. The main objective of this course is to 
learn how to think like an adversary. In other words, we will look at various ingenuous attacks and discuss why 
and how such attacks were possible. This is first crucial step to design and deploy systems robust against various 
attacks.

IS531  Computer Architecture and Security
This course covers the computer architecture essential for system security, addressing the basic understanding of 
computer organization, and the advanced issues for hardware security. For the basic computer architecture, this 
course covers processor architecture, cache and memory organization, virtual memory and hardware support for 
virtualization, and I/O subsystems. This course also addresses hardware-rooted security techniques.

IS532  Information Security policy and management
In this lecture, we will discuss national cyber security issues and policies, various managerial issues and methods 
related to information security in an organization, and information security business strategy.

IS534  Machine learning for computer security
This course introduces students the fundamental concepts and intuition behind modern machine learning techniques 
and algorithms, beginning with topics such as perceptron to more recent topics such as boosting, support vector 
machines and Bayesian networks. Statistical inference will be the foundation for most of the algorithms covered in 
the course.

IS535  Networked System and Security
The goal of this course is to understand tne fundamental design principles and practical security issues for 
widely-deployed networked systems. We will read recent papers from top systems/security conference.



IS537  Information Theory for Security
Information theory plays an essential tool to evaluate secrecy systems and sub-systems. This lecture is a 
prerequisite to information theoretic security and also provides students with solid grasp of fundamental theories.

IS541  Wireless Mobile Internet and Security
This course is intended for graduate students who want to understand Wireless Mobile Internet and related security 
issues. It provides a comprehensive technical guide covering introductory concepts, fundamental techniques, recent 
advances and open issues in IEEE 802.11, ad hoc networks and wireless mesh networks with their security 
matters. The course consists of lectures, exams and term project.

IS681  Content Security
In this course, multimedia data protection and related security issue will be studied for privacy and commercial 
property protection. Particulary, image video, and related media protection mechanism will be focused including the 
digital watermarking, fingerprinting, etc.

IS711  Advanced Theory for Information Security  Technology Convergence 
A study for advanced information security theory including technology, policy and manager and cyber hacking 
response process, Future information security technology. Case study for Real cyber hacking incident and proposal 
for cyber hacking response measure

IS960  M.S. Thesis Research
IS966  Seminar (M.S.)
IS980  Ph.D. Dissertation Research
IS986  Seminar (Ph.D.)


